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Model for Foundations with
Many Eligible Trustee Candidates

The Harris and Eliza Kempner Fund is a family foundation focusing its grantmaking efforts on the greater Galveston, Texas, area. Board and family members reside in locations throughout the country. The Fund has developed the
following model for involving current and future generations of family members
in the work of the foundation.
The Harris and Eliza Kempner Fund has a professional staff of one (plus 1 1/2
support) and 43 family members of the third and fourth generation who are eligible to be trustees. There are nine trustees on the board, seven of whom are
family. Up until 1988 trustees served for life. Two changes approved that year
allow more rotation on the board: a mandatory retirement age (75) and nineyear terms (three family trustees were grandfathered and are exempt from the
nine-year term limitation). Even with these changes, opportunities to serve are
few and far between.

I I I . E S TA B L I S H I N G A S T RU C T U R E

In 1990 the trustees approved Chairman Nonie Thompson’s plan to establish
advisory committees to provide opportunities for nontrustee family members to
experience the grant process. Once a year three committees meet: one to select
candidates for the Fund’s student loan program and two to review grant
requests related to environmental protection, population control, and third world
development. There are 12-15 participants each year. They receive 4-6 grant
requests to review and recommend. Their packets include suggestions for
grant evaluation and information on how to review financial statements. Their
committee’s allocation is always less than the total being requested, so the members discuss, debate, and make the difficult allocation decisions. When time
allows at their meeting, a workshop is provided on a subject relevant to foundation/philanthropic issues.
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The value of this program is that the participants have an opportunity to find out
if they have any interest in foundation matters. Those who do are easily identified: they sign up year after year, arrive with their homework done, take seriously
the deliberation process, and understand the implications of their decisions. The
advisory committee meetings usually occur in the same time frame as family
business meetings and other family gatherings, allowing them to visit with
trustees and other family members, many of whom have their own foundations.
The executive director has frequent opportunities to interact with them.
When the time comes to consider a replacement trustee, the trustees have a short
list, with all the candidates having a proven interest in and aptitude for trusteeship.

membership? Establishing clarity around
expectations will help make this a
positive learning experience, and one
that does not result in feelings of undue
entitlement or frustration.
Considering Community
Advisory Boards
Another option used by many family
foundations is an outside advisory board
made up of community representatives,
experts, or other individuals that may
have a particularly valuable perspective
to lend the foundation. (Note: although
some refer to advisory boards in the same way
as adjunct or associate boards, in this chapter
we refer to adjunct/associate boards as a
specific type of advisory board in which
younger family members are involved.)
Advisory boards allow family foundations to be more directly connected and
accountable to the communities they
serve,and to have additional perspective
on the latest trends and developments in
a particular issue area.
The Springs Foundation of Fort Mill,
South Carolina, recognized the potential for a community advisory board
to inform family decisionmaking, and
in the early 1990s established a
Community Advisory Committee that
they use to this day.To create the initial
committee, the Springs board asked for
nominations of community leaders in
each of their three geographic target
areas — Lancaster County and the
towns of Fort Mill and Chester. Citizen

